
The Thinking Man’s Moulds
“The Doubles”

 
I was rambling around in my mould stash this morning looking for a Lyman 311465 double cavity when I spied a box
sitting back in the corner that I’d labeled 311465/311291.  I pulled it out and decided to use the bullets from it as I had
never cast from it since my purchase at a gun show years ago.
 
Why was it labeled 311465/311291?  It was labeled that was because it was a “double” as us old mould scroungers call
them.  It is a double cavity and has a cavity cut for each bullet in it.
 
If you’re new to the casting business and haven’t ploughed through the moulds on E-Bay for years or dug through the
rusty and dusty boxes at gun shows, you’ve probably never seen one.
 
I’ve always liked them and try to purchase them if my gun money allows when I run across one.
 
Originally, you could order double cavity moulds from Ideal/Lyman at an additional cost of $5 with almost any
combination that was allowed by the size of the blocks.  These days are gone as Lyman has discontinued this practice
as well as the practice of hollow pointing any mould that they had a cherry for.  Much the pity.
 
Most of the custom makers will make “doubles” at an extra charge if the block size will handle it.  I know that NEI
does and a little known fact is that Redding/Saeco will do it also but in either case, it’s a tad pricey.
 
My interest in the old stuff is looking at the various combinations that our forefathers used and try to imaging what
their thoughts were as each combination was ordered for different uses in a particular gun or several guns that the
owner had in his possession.
 
Most of these moulds were made in the era of the 310 tong tools.  The shooters weren’t interested in a large volume of
bullets as they made ammunition for their own shooting and a single or double cavity was all that was required.  Why
not have two different bullets and one set of handles?  Our forefathers, like most bullet casters today were thrifty.
 
I’ll list and picture some of the moulds I have so that you can understand what they look like and I’ll also speculate on
the owner’s intended use.  I may be wrong in many cases but I like to do this when I see a “double”. I’ll also picture
and list some of the “doubles” that I’ve seen on E-Bay that got away from me.
 

 
311465/311291

 
This old mould casts very well as I just ran a bunch from it this morning.  What a gem for the owner of a Model 94
Winchester 30/30 to own.  My .30/30 shoots both bullets very well and the 311465 would work well for varmints
around the farm all year and the 311291 would be on tap for deer season. A man equipped with a 310 tool, this mould
and a rifle in .30/30 would be set for loading ammunition for life.
 



 
308244/358242

 
Here’s an interesting little mould.  It’s an old Ideal and casts pretty well.  The 308244 was widely used in the .30
Luger.  The 358242 is the 125 grain version and was also widely used in the 9mm Luger.  My speculation is the person
who ordered this mould was a World War II veteran and probably had a pair of Lugers.  One in .30 Luger and one in
9mm.  He could also have been a plain citizen that liked Lugers.
 

 
429215/429244

 
Now, here is one that don’t take too much imagination.   The guy had to have a .44 Magnum and probably a Smith &
Wesson Model 29 as both the 429215 and 429244 were very popular in the .44 Magnum in the early years as they both
carried gas checks and leading was not a problem.
 

 
358480/452460

 
I thought this was a pretty interesting combination.  Probably from back in the late 50s and early 60s when the DCM
was selling off M1911A1 .45 ACPs.  This fellow probably had a .38 Special and I’m speculating here on a K-38 Smith
& Wesson.  The DCM .45 rounded out his battery for light bulls eye shooting as both are good bullets that make clean
holes on paper.



 

 
452460/452374

 
Again, this one isn’t too hard to figure.  This fellow probably had a .45 ACP and wanted the best of both worlds.  He
has a light bullet for target shooting and then the heavier 230 grain bullet for plinking and more serious shooting. 
Even today, this is still an excellent combination for a person having a .45 ACP.
 

NEI 375-310-GC/375-320-GC
(meehanite)

 
Now, I know for sure about this one.  This idiot wanted a  heavier bullet for his .375 H & H and also a lighter spitzer
nose shape for the same rifle.  It’s one of the last ones that Walt Melander made before he passed away.  It’s made in
meehanite and no, I won’t part with it.
 
 
 
 
 

257283/427098
 
Here’s an odd one for you.  A 257283 and a 427098.  For sure a .25-20 owner.  Did he have a SA Colt in .44-40 or



was it for a lever action?
 

 
32362/.32 Round Ball

 
Here’s an interesting old Ideal mould.  From the combination, I’d say the owner probably had a .32/44 Smith &
Wesson Target.  From the condition, I’d say his old revolver is in pretty good condition also.
 
 

452389/452374
 
Doubles don’t only come only in double cavity moulds.  This is a 4 “banger” and was definitely ordered by a .45 ACP
shooter that wanted a lot of bullets and only one mould.
 
I have even seen one 4 cavity Lyman mould that had seven (7) different bullets in it (the eighth cavity was a duplicate
of one of the other seven).  Four on the top and four on the bottom with interchangeable sprue plate hardware for
switching the sprue plate.  It was a factory job and may have been made by someone that worked for Lyman.  Most of
the calibers were .38, .44 and .45.  I guess this man wanted to fire up the pot once a year and supply all his needs from
one mould.
 
I once happened on a “double” for the 358429 and the 429421.  Think it was on E-Bay.  At any rate, someone wanted
it more than I did as it’s not in my mould accumulation.  That would be a really handy combination to own.   
 
These moulds have intrigued me over the years.  Just the fact that they were special order items meant that they were
special to someone as he took the time to think of what he wanted and order it special for a particular gun or set of
guns.
 
Keep an eye on E-bay and the gun show junk boxes and eventually, you’ll find some of these moulds.  When you do
get lucky enough to own one or more, treat them special as they were once special to another shooter.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 


